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Should the cutting of panels be necessary (due to water pipes or skirting boards) a small fine
toothed saw or sharp knife is recommended.
1.

Fit both panels in position, locate top flanges of the panels between bath frame and
rim of bath.

2.

Ensure that both panels are set vertical and that the end panel is located behind front
panel at corner joint.

3.

To secure the panel to the wall use a piece of timber secured to the wall vertically. For
the floor we recommend some rebated blocks set equal distances apart.

4.

Small mirror screws can be used to secure the panel against the timber. Alternatively
Velcro or Magnetic strips will secure in a neat fashion.

PLEASE NOTE
• Before fixing any bath or panel - remove ALL protective covering
and examine carefully. The polythene film must be removed in full
and the bath checked for any visible damage.
• Check that colour match is acceptable to sanitaryware and panel.
Any refixing costs or claims for wrong colour match, and/or any
other faults will not be accepted - AFTER FIXING

Illustrations and specifications are not binding in detail
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ATTENTION!

RECTANGULAR BATH

REMOVE FILM PRIOR TO FITTING
• Please note prior to fitting your Bath carefully remove all the packaging and film from
the bath and examine the bath for damage and suitability of colour match
• Check the panel fit and match prior to installation
• Note instruction 9 before final fixing
No Claims for the above will be accepted once the bath is fitted

1.

Remove all packaging including the polyethylene film which covers the entire bath.

2.

Check that colour match is acceptable and that there is no damage on the bath that
may have occurred during transit. This can only be done if the film is removed completely.

3.

Remove the two tubular cradle legs from the bath frame. The longest fits at the waste
end (keep the screws for instruction 4).

3a

If the bath you have has the waste and overflow in the middle the cradle legs will be
same length and as such can be secured at either end of the bath.

4.

Align the cradle and screw directly into the baseboard using the 32mm (1 1/4”) screws
from instruction 3. YOU MUST CHECK THE SCREW LENGTH – Should the bath have
an ‘H’ frame fitted to the baseboard align and secure cradle to it. If the cradle stands
proud of the baseboard it can be shortened using a hacksaw.

5.

Once the cradles have been secured to the baseboard of the bath secure them into the
legs toggles with the self tapping screws provided.

6.

Secure the adjustable centre support using screws and nuts provided to the centre of
the baseboard (or ‘H’ frame). Attach the centre foot with nuts provided.

7.

Secure the Wall Brackets to the bath frame using screws provided approximately 150mm
from each end.

8.

With the bath in the upright position set top face level using threaded adjustment of feet
and lock-nuts. When a panel is to be fitted set bath height to height of panel.

9.

CHECK THAT THE BATH RIM IS LEVEL

10. Before the final fixing of the bath, fit tap and waste fittings using a suitable sealing
compound. When complete place bath into position, re check levels and make any final
adjustments necessary. Finally secure the feet to the floor and the wall brackets to the
wall. Movement may occur if not fitted correctly.
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Parts Provided:
1x Pair of tubular cradles
4x M10 Feet
1x M8 Foot
1x Centre foot bracket
8x M10 Nuts
2x M8 Nuts
2x Wall Brackets
2x Transport screws/ cradle securing screws
8x Fixing Screws (4x self tapping)
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